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Senate Resolution 681

By: Senator Rhett of the 33rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Shyneka Maxwell; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Shyneka Maxwell, also known as Mz Shyneka, is a member of Atlanta radio2

royalty with more than 20 years of distinguished experience; and3

WHEREAS, she is heard across the country each morning on the nationally syndicated Yung4

Joc And The Streetz Morning TakeOver Show, which provides listeners with the latest "Word5

On The Street" news as well as compelling, straight-forward interviews; and6

WHEREAS, she has made recent appearances on Iyanla Vanzant's Fix My Life, WETV's7

Commit or Quit, The Ricky Smiley Morning Show, Dish Nation, and FOX 5's Good Day8

Atlanta, among other media; and9

WHEREAS, she has used her influence to make a difference in the lives of young women10

of color, spreading the message of women empowerment, entrepreneurship, and healthy11

living through her annual Vision Board event, Sisters In Success Brunches, and Get Your12

Steps In Walk & Run event; and13
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WHEREAS, Shyneka Maxwell possesses the vast wisdom which only comes through14

experience and the strength of character which is achieved through overcoming the many15

challenges of life; and16

WHEREAS, she is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable reputation for17

integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness; and18

WHEREAS, a kind and generous person, Shyneka Maxwell brings joy and happiness to her19

family and to the many friends and neighbors who have the great pleasure of knowing her;20

and21

WHEREAS, it is only fitting and proper that this distinguished woman be appropriately22

recognized for her outstanding accomplishments.23

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body24

recognize and commend Shyneka Maxwell for her many outstanding career accomplishments25

and extend their most sincere best wishes for continued success.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed27

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Shyneka Maxwell.28
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